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Abstract
Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) is a core protocol for real-time communication networks, including voice over
internet protocol (VoIP). In this paper, author’s ensured security for asterisk based SIP server using packet
filtering firewall tools know as iptables. Rules are applied at Linux iptables on the basis of respective port
numbers, allowing and disallowing particular IP address or IP addresses with subnet. To protect the SIP server
from external attack rules are applied at Linux iptables for the useful protocols likes TCP, UDP, RTP and ICMP.
A popular simulation software or network protocol analyzer known as Wireshark is used to illustrate how the
iptables rules worked that applied for above protocols and shows the changes before and after applying rules.
This paper also shows the asterisk server monitoring using the Linux kernel log files and asterisk command line
interface (CLI) that shows the successful, unsuccessful SSH login sessions and web based login (HTTPS) with
IP addresses list, SIP register request to the SIP server. In this paper, our present approach helps to prevent the
SIP server from unauthorized access and attacks.
Keywords: VoIP, SSH, SIP, SDP, UDP, TCP, RTP, ICMP
1. Introduction
VoIP may be the fastest growing technology that includes routing voice conversations over IP-based network. The
flexibleness of the VoIP system convergence of voice and data networks brings with it additional security
requirements. SIP servers are vital network elements that endow SIP endpoints to switch messages, register user
position, and faultlessly move between networks. SIP servers permit network operators to determine routing and
security principles, authenticate clients and control user locations. SIP server applications might take many forms,
however the SIP standard defines three general kinds of server functionality that applies to all or any proxy,
redirect and registrar servers. SIP server submissions may take numerous forms, but the SIP benchmark defines
three general kinds of server functionality that applies to all proxy, redirect and registrar servers.
One of the very most common attacks is denial of service (DoS). After a session has been established with SIP the
particular media transfer is transmitted with the true time transport protocol (RTP). In transport layer SIP uses user
datagram protocol (UDP). Today it becomes challenge to provide extreme level security for the VoIP server. To
ensure security for SIP based asterisk server a system administrator has to follow some steps such as change
the default user name (root) and port (22) for remote SSH login to the SIP server, use packet filtering rules for
SSH port (22) usually transport control protocol (TCP) packets based on the IP address at Linux iptables, as
some open source PBX software provide web based login known as graphical user interface so apply packet
filtering rules for HTTPS & TCP packets with port 443, allow SIP user agents according to IP block by applying
rules at iptables for the port 5060 with UDP packets. To prevent internet control message protocol (ICMP) flood
attack administrator can allow IP addresses with subnet for ICMP echo ping and trace route request to the SIP
sever and block rest of the IP address of the world. Monitoring the Linux kernel log files which usually at /var
directory is very important because here administrator can see the all the remote Secure Shell (SSH) login, web
based login to the SIP server with the host IP address list. Data log gives the list of registered and unregistered
SIP peers with IP addresses and port number which is more important to see the unauthorized attack. Above
things will discuss in details bellow with the network protocol analyzer Wireshark. Here Wireshark simulation
will show the differences between before and after applying packet filtering rules to the Linux kernel.
Wireshark is a free and open-source packet analyzer. It has a rich and powerful feature set and runs on most
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computingg platforms inncluding Winddows, OS X, L
Linux, and UN
NIX. Networkk professionalss, security exp
perts,
developerss, and educatoors around thee world use it regularly. Wiireshark is verry similar to ttcpdump, but has
h a
graphical ffront-end, pluss some integraated sorting annd filtering. It is used for neetwork troubleeshooting, analysis,
software aand communicaations protocool developmentt, options. Wirreshark allows the user to puut network interface
controllerss that support promiscuous
p
m
mode into that mode, in ordeer to see all traaffic visible onn that interface
e, not
just trafficc addressed to one
o of the inteerface's configuured addressess and broadcastt/multicast trafffic.
In wireshaark data can be
b captured ““from the wiree” from a live network connnection or reead from a file of
already-caaptured packets. Live data can be read froom a number oof types of neetwork, includiing Ethernet, IEEE
I
802.11, PP
PP, and loopbaack. Captured nnetwork data ccan be browsedd via a GUI. Data display cann be refined ussing a
display filtter. VoIP callss in the captured traffic can be detected. Iff encoded in a compatible enncoding, the media
m
flow can eeven be playedd.
2. Commoon Attack in SIP
S Server
Since theree is such a largge difference bbetween IPv4 and IPv6, theyy cannot comm
municate directtly with each other.
o
A system that is capable of handling IPv6 traffic ccan be made bbackward com
mpatible, but ann already deplloyed
system thaat handles only IPv4 is not able to handlle IPv6 datagram. This meaans that a majoor upgrade pro
ocess
would neeed to take placee, involving huundreds of millions of machhines, in order to make a com
mplete transition to
IPv6. Thiss way is too expensive and time consuminng and in anyy case will nott happen overnnight. The network
world willl most likely see
s a gradual ttransition to IP
Pv6, where IP
Pv6 will be inttegrated into thhe IPv4 world
d that
exists todaay. There are different
d
kindss of technologiies which can be applied suuch as dual staack, tunnelling, and
translationn. At present, three
t
transitionn mechanisms,, dual stack, tuunneling, and ttranslation, aree proposed to solve
the problems due to thee co-existence of IPv6 and IPv4. Over sevveral transitionn techniques hhave been used
d and
tested for tthe communications betweenn different netw
works to ensurre IPv4 and IP
Pv6 interoperabbility. Therefore, to
make deciision on the best suited trannsition methodds, it is really important to hhave an overvview of the cu
urrent
IPv4 netw
works. In addittion, enterprisses must analyyze needed fuunctionalities, scalability, annd securities in
n the
corporation.
2.1 TCP SSYN Flood Attaacks
TCP encom
mpasses a fulll handshake beetween sender and receiver bbefore data pacckets are dispaatched. The sta
arting
scheme drrives a Synchhronize (SYN) request in Fiigure 1. The oobtaining systeem propels ann acknowledgement
(ACK) havving its own SYN
S
request. T
Then the dispaatching system
m sends back itts own ACK aand connection
n can
start betweeen the two scchemes. If thee obtaining sysstem is dispatcched a SYNX
X package but does not obtain an
ACKY+1 to the SYNY it sends backk to the senderrs, the receiverr will resend a new ACK + SYNY after some
time has ppassed in Figuure 1. The processor and meemory resourcees at the obtainning scheme aare booked forr this
TCP SYN
N demand untill a timeout occcurs. The TCP
P SYN attack uuses three-wayy handshake invvolving the sen
nding
system andd the receivingg system by diispatching hugge volumes off TCP SYN paackets to the suufferer system with
spoofed soource IP addressses, so the cassualty scheme answers to a nnon-requestingg scheme with the ACK+SYN
N.

Figure 11. TCP synchroonization and T
TCP SYN attaack
When a larrge volume off SYN requestss are being proocessed by a seerver and nonee of the ACK+
+SYN response
es are
returned, tthe server com
mmences to opeerate out of prrocessor and m
memory resourrces. Ultimatelly, if the amou
unt of
TCP SYN attack requestts is huge and tthey continue over time the victim system will come to aan end of resou
urces
and that w
will struggle to answer any leggal users.
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2.2 UDP Flood Attack
In UDP inundate attack attacker drives large amount of UDP packets to a sufferer system, because of which there
is dispersion of the network and the decrease of accessible bandwidth for justifiable service requests to the sufferer
system. A UDP inundate attack is possible when an attacker sends a UDP packet to a arbitrary port on the sufferer
system. When the sufferer system obtains a UDP packet, it will choose what application is waiting on the
destination port. When it realizes there is no application that is waiting on the port, it will assemble an ICMP
package of place visited unreachable to the false source address. If ample UDP packets are delivered to ports of the
sufferer, the systems will proceed down. UDP inundate attacks might also fill the bandwidth of connections
located around the sufferer system that depending on the network architecture and line-speed. This can
occasionally cause systems connected to a network near a sufferer system to know-how problems with their
connectivity.
2.3 ICMP Attacks
Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP) is an error reporting and analytic utility and it is considered as part of
internet Protocol (IP) suite. Whereas this protocol is extremely imperative for ensuring accurate data allocation,
it may be exploited by malicious users for conducting different denial of service (DoS) attacks. ICMP inundate
attacks, which enables users to drive an echo packet to the host to test check if it’s living or not. Expressly
throughout a DDoS ICMP inundate attack the agents drive huge volumes of ICMP_ECHO_REPLY packets
(ping) to the sufferer. These packets request reply from the sufferer and this consequences in saturation of the
bandwidth of the sufferer's network connection. Throughout an ICMP inundate attack the source IP address may
be spoofed.
2.4 Memory Depletion Attacks
When a server acknowledges a SIP message, it has to shop little chunks of information. The time for which such
information portions are retained depends on the server mode – stateful or stateless. While the transaction is
being performed the data is kept in memory and it is deleted only one time the transaction is closed or timed out.
The most common attack is a TCP SYN inundates strike. The server is inundated with packets with the SYN flag
set. The server assigns the essential resources and answers with packets with SYN+ACK flags. The attacker
stays on sending new packets with SYN banners, and does not reply to packets dispatched by the server. The
server rapidly depletes all memory resources for a new TCP connection and starts denying normal demands.
Another case of this kind of attack would be to drive exceedingly fragmented packets with certain parts
intentionally misplaced. The server endeavors to demand the missing parts and stores the obtained packets in
memory. The futile information is then retained on the server until it is timed out.
2.5 CPU Depletion
An added way to competently limit the server’s capability to method regular demands is central processing unit
(CPU) depletion. A higher load might be the result of a higher amount of requests received or by receiving
requests requiring extra complex calculations. The server can become inundated with ICMP packets but sending
malformed REGISTER messages creates the similar effect with a considerably smaller amount of messages.
This really is due to the undeniable fact that messages are studied following the server receives them. Even
though the server has the capacity to process hundreds of regular messages, it may be simply forced to do
different calculations using malformed messages with fake or invalid data or sent from nonexistent user accounts.
Absurdly, enabled authentication on a server can punctual off more demanding procedures, which makes it
simpler to decrease CPU resources. When a server uses certificate, the attacker may drive a note by having an
invalid certificate. In the end, the server works out that this certificate is invalid nevertheless the processing of
the message had already consumed much of server resources. The prospective is flooded with more messages
than it may process at a given time. As SIP is a text-based protocol; it has to parse each incoming message. If SIP
authentication info is supplied in the inundating message, it has to assess if the user is authorized to get access to
the service (assimilate authentication). A specific case is once the target CPU will not extend its operation
because it is awaiting input from other entities, such as for instance a database or the domain name system (DNS)
service.
2.6 Bandwidth Depletion Attacks
This sort of attack does not consume resources of the physical server but alternatively the capability of the
hyperlink connecting the server to the network. When the hyperlink is unable to transmit regular packets, they're
unnecessary before they are able to arrive at the SIP server. For this reason it is not possible to differentiate
between regular and malicious packets. Utilizing the UDP protocol to transmit SIP messages makes the
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condition eeven worst. Foor reasons, attaackers utilize thhe stateless UD
DP protocol w
with the utmost packet size.

Figuure 2. Overview
w of a DoS floooding attack
mands cannot bbe processed in
n case
Because of the server's liimited processsing capabilitiees a allotment oof normal dem
a high loadd of malicious messages are targeted towarrds the server.
3. Proposeed Solutions using
u
Linux O
Operating Systtem and IP taables
Linux is oopen-source opperating system
ms, since it has the key advaantageous feattures where ussers can modiffy the
code. It is made in this method
m
that it ccan operate on different typess of hardware. The Linux kerrnel is issued under
u
the generaal public license version 2 (GPLv2). IP firew
walls support ddifferent types of filters. IP fiirewalls be ade
ept of
do filters aand firewall poolicy by usernnames, by grouup IDs and useer profiles, byy source and deestination portts, by
source hosst and destinattion hosts, by uniform resouurce locator (U
URL), by IP aaddresses, by ppacket ID flag
gs, by
protocols aand also includding filtering bby media accesss control (MA
AC) address.
3.1 IP Tabbles
IPtables offfers moderateely higher speeed and reliabillity compared to the other firrewall tools. B
Being fully a Linux
L
product, itts integration with
w the functiioning operatinng system (OS
S) is also moree powerful andd reliable. It keeps a
stateful rouute of each connnection passinng through it aand tries to antiicipate feature actions. Its caapability of filtering
packets onn the basis off MAC addreess makes it a appalling seecurity system
m. It may filterr out attacks using
u
malformedd packets and can
c restrict acccess from locallly attached serrvers to other nnetworks regarrdless of their valid
IP addressses. Network address
a
translattion (NAT) wiith masqueradding conveniennce of IPtables helps it to con
nceal
internal neetwork IP subb networks beehind one or perhaps a sm
mall poll of eexternal IP adddresses. NAT
T and
masqueradding enables thhe firewall systtem to open annd close ports oon the gatewayy. The rate-lim
miting characteristic
of IPtabless can block attaacks even from
m some forms of DoS attacks.
(i) Firewalll Rules
Different ffirewalls usuaally supply disstinct direct reasoning with distinct param
meters. But som
me absolutely vital
componennts are universsal to all. Eacch of them peermits an actioon to be distinnct allowing oor banning spe
ecific
network trraffic. Also, thhose all allow checking for most critical eelements in pacckets like IP adddresses, portss and
protocol. IIP Tables is a command linee tool for writiing and executting of Firewalll rules. One off the very impo
ortant
functionaliities of IP Tables firewall is stateful inspecction (S.I), whiich routinely oopens only the ports necessarry for
internal paackets to accesss the Internet. It only allow
ws transfer of ppackets which are defined inn firewall ruless and
which are section of estaablished conneections.
(ii) Firewaall Chains
IP Tables ggroup policy inn chains. Diffeerent network packets are rouute by differennt chains:
•

Incom
ming traffic – packets
p
for fireewall (INPUT chain).

•

Forwaarding traffic – incoming pacckets for anothher appliance (FORWARD cchain).

•

Outgooing traffic – packets
p
generatted by firewalll (OUTPUT chhain).

Forms of ttables have beeen in IP tables are shown bellow:
•

Filter table- This tabble principle iss used for packket filtering in IP network.

•

NAT table- This tabble policy is noot used for paccket filtering hoowever it slighhtly offers NAT
T/PAT capabilities
and IP
P masqueradinng.
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Mangle table- This table is employed to change packet fields and is also used to mark packets for later
filtering.

The available targets or actions for policy in filter table chains are•

ACCEPT- This target is requested those packets that are reliable and can be accepted through the firewall.

•

REJECT- This target rules is requested those packets that are to be fallen but an ICMP reply will be provided
for the inventor for information on what occurring to the packet.

•

DROP- This target is placed on those packets that are to be just fallen without dispatching any ICMP reply like
it never reached firewall.

(iii) Firewall Rules Parameters
Each rule recognizes explicit kind of network traffic. In alignment to permit this identification parameter for
identification of specific network packets must be set for each direct.
Different types of parameters are:
•

IP addresses – It can be destination or source IP address also, is often as just one IP, network IP block or IP
range.

•

Ports - It can be destination or source port also, is often as just one port, port range or port array.

•

Protocol – It can be submitted to TCP, UDP, and ICMP or all together.

•

Interface – It can be incoming or outgoing interface.

•

TTL (Time to Live) field residing in the IP headers.

•

ToS (Type of Service) field residing in the IP headers.

•

Length of packet.

•

MAC source address.

•

Syn flag – identification of new connection.

•

ICMP type.

4. Result and Analysis
4.1 Basic Security for the Linux Server
Apply rules for remote Secure Shell (SSH) login to the Linux kernel such as changing the default username,
password and port number. Do not use the default username root and port 22 as the SSH port. To ensure the
primary level security, a system administrator should change these default user name and port number of SSH
form the Linux kernel just following the bellow steps:
Add a New Username and Password: To add and give a strong password for a new user has to give the command:
[root@l3ippbx ~]# adduser morshed
[root@l3ippbx ~]# passwd morshed
Changing password for user morshed.
New UNIX password: ********
Retype new UNIX password: *******
passwd: all authentication tokens updated successfully.
Now to ensure more security for a sever change the default SSH port 22. To do this administrator has to change the
directory of the linux as given bellow:
root@l3ippbx ssh]# cd /etc/ssh
“etc” is a essential directory of linux kernel which provides the host specific system configuration files and has to
move to the SSH directory. Here administrator looking for a file which name is sshd_config, inside this file
administrator can add the login permission of the new user here it is “morshed” and also can change the SSH port
10 instead of default port 22 by using the following command[root@l3ippbx ssh]# ls -la | grep sshd
-rw-------

1 root root

3331 Oct 12 12:40 sshd_config
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[root@l3ippbx ssh]# vi sshd_config
$OpenBSD: sshd_config,v 1.73 2005/12/06 22:38:28 reyk Exp $
allowUsers morshed
port 10
[root@l3ippbx ssh]# /etc/init.d/sshd restart
Stopping sshd:

[OK]

Starting sshd:

[OK]

Now SSH remote login default username root is disabled and Linux kernel allow only user “morshed” which is
created earlier for the remote SSH login and port 10 will be used instead of 22 with the hostname or IP address of
the asterisk server. Then the user “morshed” can login to the “root” via bellow command with root password:
[morshed@l3ippbx ~]$ su Password:
[root@l3ippbx ~]#
So this may help something administrator to provide multilevel password protection to his server and unauthorized
remote sessions to his server from different hosts. To monitor the authorized sessions, administrator can check the
log file of the Linux and asterisk regularly. From the log file we could see hundreds of failed register attempts from
the several ip addresses in internet. This log may supply vital information to fight hackers because it shows the
scale of the issue, the accounts they are attempting to crack, nature of attack and also attacker IP address.
4.2 Log Monitoring
The useful variable directory “var” which contains the entire log file of Linux kernel and also asterisk by using
following command:
[root@l3ippbx ~]# tail -f /var/log/secure
Oct 12 10:34:24 localhost sshd[24809]: Failed password for root from
203.76.99.103 port 49908 ssh2
Oct 12 10:34:28 localhost sshd[24809]: Accepted password for root from
203.76.99.103 port 49908 ssh2
Oct 12 10:34:28 localhost sshd[24809]: pam_unix(sshd:session): session opened
for user root by (uid=0)
Oct 12 10:34:37 localhost sudo:
root : TTY=unknown ; PWD=/root ; USER=root ;
COMMAND=/usr/sbin/asterisk -vvvvvrx core show channels
Oct 12 13:31:21 localhost sshd[27343]: Disconnecting: Too many authentication
failures for root
Oct 12 13:31:21 localhost sshd[27340]: PAM 3 more authentication failures;
logname= uid=0 euid=0 tty=ssh ruser= rhost=67.198.172.202 user=root
Oct 12 13:31:21 localhost sshd[27340]: PAM service(sshd) ignoring max retries;
4 > 3
Oct 12 13:31:23 localhost sshd[27348]: reverse mapping checking getaddrinfo for
67.198.172.202.customer.krypt.com failed - POSSIBLE BREAK-IN ATTEMPT!
Oct 12 13:31:23 localhost sshd[27348]: pam_unix(sshd:auth): authentication
failure; logname= uid=0 euid=0 tty=ssh ruser= rhost=67.198.172.202 user=root
Oct 12 13:31:25 localhost sshd[27348]: Failed password for root from
67.198.172.202 port 3778 ssh2
Oct 12 13:31:32 localhost last message repeated 3 times
Oct 12 10:34:47 localhost last message repeated 9 times
[root@l3ippbx~]#tail -f /var/log/elastix/audit.log
[Oct 10 19:58:36] NAVIGATION admin: User admin visited "PBX >> PBX Configuration"
from 203.76.99.103.
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[Oct 10 20:00:03]
] NAVIGATI
ION admin: User admi
in visited
d "PBX >> Tools >>
Asteris
sk-Cli" fro
om 203.76.
.99.103.
[Oct 10 20:00:09]
] NAVIGATI
ION admin: User admi
in visited
d "PBX >> Tools >>
Asteris
sk-Cli" fro
om 203.76.
.99.103.
Directories to see the Linnux kernel andd full asterisk llogs:
[root@l
l3ippbx~]#t
tail –f /v
var/log/me
essages
[root@l
l3ippbx~]#t
tail –f /v
var/log/as
sterisk/ful
ll
The Linuxx kernel log alsso gives the alll successful reemote SSH loggin session wiith IP address or hostname, login
time-date-month, usernaame and time oof the active seessions. To vieew this adminisstrator can runn a single comm
mand
that given bellow Figuree 3.

Figure 3. Hoost IP addresses list of SSH loogin to the SIP
P server
Some usefful Asterisk CL
LI commands help the admiinistrators to seee registered eextensions withh correspondin
ng IP
addresses, the active num
mber of calls aand channels thhrough bellow Figures 4-6 coommands
[root@l
l3ippx ~]# asterisk

–r

l3ippx*CLI>

Figgure 4. Registeered SIP IP adddresses list
To see the active calls orr channels justt run the bellow
w command att asterisk CLI sshowed in Figuure 5.

Figuree 5. Current acctive calls list aat asterisk CLII
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Here admiinistrator can hang-up
h
abovee active call off the extensionn SIP/7190-0000b0bd by usiing command form
asterisk CL
LI as given belllow:
l3ippx*CLI> chann
nel reques
st hangup SIP/7190-0
0000b0bd
Commandd to see the actiive peers with send and receeive packet jitteer and also thee time durationn of calls at astterisk
CLI

Figuure 6. Active peers
p
with sendd and receive jjitter and also the time duratiion of calls at asterisk CLI
4.3 Apply E
Extreme Levell Security for SSIP Server by L
Linux IP Tablees
IPtables iss firewall systtems in Linuxx kernel whichh provides thee users to chaange and construct an individual
freedom. N
Net filter is the fundamental cconcept of IPtaables. Actuallyy it's a supply fiiltering firewalll of Linux mac
chine
that filterss packets by thhe fields in IP
P, TCP, UDP, and ICMP paacket headers etc. By Applyying rules at Linux
L
iptables addministrator caan allow or disaallow a certainn IP address or range of IP adddresses with oon the foundation of
port numbber for a certainn asterisk servver. To make ccertain more seecurity for the asterisk serveer administrator can
apply ruless at Linux IPtaables for remotte SSH login, W
Web Browsingg (https, http). S
SIP is a softwaare layer protoc
col in
TCP IP whhich can be wiidely using forr VOIP to ascertain a period uutilizing the deefault port 50660 which uses UDP
and RTP ffor voice/data transmission
t
bby allowing a ccertain IP or IP
P addresses rannge. Network m
mapping “nma
ap” in
Linux is a critical comm
mand to see the open protocolls with port nuumber as bellow
w command ouutput:
[root@l
l3ippbx ~]#
# nmap 123
3.200.0.30
Startin
ng Nmap 4.1
11 ( http://www.inse
ecure.org/
/nmap/ ) a
at 2013-10-12 11:50 BDT
Interes
sting ports
s on 123.2
200.0.30:
Not sho
own: 1670 closed
c
por
rts
PORT

STATE SE
ERVICE

10/tcp

open

ss
sh

80/tcp

open

ht
ttp

110/tcp
p

open

po
op3

111/tcp
p

open

rp
pcbind

143/tcp
p

open

im
map

443/tcp
p

open

ht
ttps

993/tcp
p

open

im
maps

995/tcp
p

open

po
op3s

1002/tc
cp open

wi
indows-icf
fw

3306/tc
cp open

my
ysql

nmap fi
inished: 1 IP addres
ss (1 host
t up) scann
ned in 0.0
083 second
ds
Iptables ruules for remotee SSH login to the asterisk seerver:
[root@l
l3ippx ~]# /sbin/iptables -A I
INPUT -p tc
cp -s 203.7
76.0.0/16 --dport 10
0 -j
ACCEPT
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[root@l3ippx ~]# /sbin/iptables -A INPUT -p tcp --dport 10 -j DROP
[root@l3ippx ~]# service iptables save
[root@l3ippx ~]# iptables -L
Chain INPUT (policy ACCEPT)
target

prot opt source

destination

ACCEPT

tcp

--

203.76.0.0/16

anywhere

tcp dpt:ssh

DROP

tcp

--

anywhere

anywhere

tcp dpt:ssh

IPtables rules for allowing and disallowing IP addresses for Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) Register request
through the default port 5060. Session Initiation Protocol (SIP), an application-layer control (signaling) protocol
for creating, modifying, and terminating sessions with a number of applicants. This session integrated internet
telephone calls, multimedia conferences, instant messaging, voice, video, interactive games, and virtual reality
etc. A SIP message includes a header by having an elective body. These messages are either requests or responses.
SIP entity received request and it performs the corresponding action and sends back an answer to the originator of
the request. Responses are three digit status codes.
Table 1. SIP Requests
SIP Request

Response

INVITE

Initiates a call by inviting user to participate in session

ACK

Confirms that the client has received a final response to an INVITE request

BYE

Indicates termination of the call

OPTIONS

Used to query the capabilities of a server

CANCEL

Cancels a pending request

REGISTER

Registers the user agent

Table 2. SIP Response Codes
SIP Response codes

Meanings

1XX

Informational Responses

2XX

Successful Responses

3XX

Redirection Responses

4XX

Request Failure Responses

5XX

Server Failure Responses

6XX

Global Failures Responses

Without applying the rules at Linux iptables for SIP default port 5060, it is seen that a user agent with IP address
203.76.99.103 provides 2 register packet requests to the SIP server 123.200.0.36 according to the Figures 4 and 5
at wireshark then the SIP server 123.200.0.36 provides the OPTIONS and successful response code 200 OK as an
acknowledgement message to the user agent 203.76.99.103 as given as bellow Figures 7, 8 at wireshark.
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F
Figure 7. SIP register
r
requesst packets flow
w form IP 203.776.99.103 to S
SIP server 123..200.0.36

Figuure 8. Flow graaph of SIP reggister request fo
form the host 2203.76.99.103 tto SIP server 1123.200.0.36
Now applyy the rules at Linux kernel iptables to alllow the IP bloock 203.76.0.00./16 and disaallow rest of th
he IP
addresses of the world for
f SIP Registeer request throough the defauult port 5060 foor the SIP servver with IP address
123.200.0..36 by using bellow commannds.
[root@l
l3ippx ~]# /sbin/ipta
ables -A INPUT -p ud
dp -s 203.7
76.0.0/16
-j ACCE
EPT
[root@l
l3ippx ~]#

--dport 5060
5

/sbin/ip
ptables -A
A INPUT -p udp --dpo
ort 5060 -j DROP

[root@l
l3ippx ~]# service i
iptables s
save
Saving firewall rules
r
to /
/etc/sysco
onfig/iptab
bles:

[

[root@l
l3ippx ~]# iptables -L
Chain INPUT (poli
icy ACCEPT
T)
target

po
ort

destin
nation

opt
t source
133

O
OK

]
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anywher
re

udp dpt:sip

anywher
re

udp dpt:sip

Now sendd register requeest form the uuser agent withh IP address 10.111.11.232 w
which is not aat allowed ip block
b
therefore L
Linux kernel drropped the SIP
P register requeest though the agent 10.111.111.232 send 111 packets of reg
gister
request to the SIP serverr 123.200.0.36 according to tthe wireshark fflow graph in F
Figure 9.

Figure 9. Wireshark flow
w graph for SIIP register requuest from userr agent 10.111..11.232 to SIP server 123.200.36
4.4 Prevennt Web Based Attacks
A
As some aasterisk based PBX
P
software pprovides the grraphical user innterface, so addministrator caan allow a particular
IP or IP adddress ranges foor graphical ussually admin loogin to the servver by allowingg or blocking thhe HTTPS protocol
port numbber as given belllow:
[root@l
l3ippx ~]# /sbin/ipt
tables -A I
INPUT -p tc
cp -s 203.
.76.99.0/24 --dport 443
-j ACCE
EPT
[root@l
l3ippx ~]# /sbin/ipt
tables -A INPUT -p t
tcp --dpor
rt 443 -j DROP
[root@l
l3ippx ~]#

service iptables save

[root@l
l3ippx ~]# iptables -L
Chain INPUT (poli
icy ACCEPT
T)
pr
rot opt so
ource

target

destinati
ion

ACCEPT

tcp

--

203.76.99
9.0/24

anywhere
e

tcp dp
pt:https

DROP

tcp

--

anywhere

anywhere
e

tcp dp
pt:https

4.5 Prevennt Internet Conntrol Message Protocol (ICM
MP) Flood Attaack
To confusse the hacker or unauthorized users adm
ministrator caan allow ICM
MP ping, trace route requesst for
particular IP address or IP
I ranges and ddisallow rest oof the IP addresss of the worldd for a particular SIP server.
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Figure 10. Wireshark vieew for ping reqquest form 203.76.99.103 to 1123.200.0.36 aand packet/tickk graph at wiresshark
ICMP worrks at the netw
work layer and ICMP flood aattack which ennables users too send an echo packet to a remote
host to check whether itt’s alive or noot. Without appplying rules aat Linux iptablles for ICMP pping request at
a the
asterisk seerver, it allows input ping reqquest packet frrom different hhost and then ttransmit a echoo or reply pack
ket to
that host ass an acknowleddgement as likke as Figure 8. H
Here a host 203.76.99.103 w
which OS is winndows-7 sends ping
request to the asterisk seerver which O
OS is Red Hat Linux (centoss-6.4) with ip address 123.200.0.36. Since
e still
Linux seveer do not applyy iptables ruless for ICMP, hoost 203.76.99.1103 gets continnuous TTL ressponse as wiresshark
shows the ping request from
f
203.76.999.103 and replly request from
m 123.200.0.366. Therefore Paacket/Tick gra
aph at
wireshark gives the conttinuous line as like as bellow
w Figure 11.

Figure 11. Wireshark floow graph for piing request forrm 203.76.99.1103 to 123.2000.0.36
CMP rules at Linux
L
firewall the trace routee command byy host 203.76.999.103 gives thhe complete pa
ath to
Without IC
reach the S
SIP server 123.200.0.36 as ggiven bellow Fiigure 12.
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Figure 122. Trace route ppath from the hhost 203.76.999.103 to SIP seerver 123.200.00.36
Now applly the rules for
f ICMP at iiptables of Liinux kernel bby using belloow commandss, here input icmp
echo-requeest of the servver with IP 123.200.0.36 is allowed only for IP block 2203.76.99.0/244 and rest of th
he IP
addresses oof the world will
w be droppedd when they sennd the icmp pinng request to thhis asterisk serrver with IP address
123.200.0..36 by the Linuux kernel.
[root@l
l3ippx~]# iptables
i
-A INPUT -s 203.76.9
99.0/24 -p
p icmp --i
icmp-type
echo-re
equest -j ACCEPT
A
[root@l
l3ippx ~]# iptables -A INPUT -p icmp --icmp-type
e echo-req
quest -j DR
ROP
[root@l
l3ippx ~]# service i
iptables s
save
Saving firewall rules
r
to /
/etc/sysco
onfig/iptab
bles:

[

O
OK

]

[root@l
l3ippx ~]# iptables -L
Chain INPUT (poli
icy ACCEPT
T)
target
ACCEPT
DROP

prot
icmp -icmp --

o
opt

sourc
ce

destinat
tion

203.76
6.99.0/24
anywher
re

anywhere

icmp echo-reque
est

anywhere

icmp echo-reque
est

Figuree 13. Wiresharrk view for thee ping request form host 10.1111.11.232 to L
Linux server w
with IP addresss
123.2000.0.36 and and packet/tick grraph at wireshaark
Now the ping request sennder 10.111.111.232 will get rrequest time ouut as an acknow
wledgment message from the
e host
123.200.0..36 because Liinux kernel w
will dropped thee ping requestt packets as thhe kernel allow
w only the IP block
b
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203.76.99..0/24 and theree will be no repply request paccket to the hostt 10.111.11.2322 from 123.2000.0.36 as wiresshark
flow graphh shows at Figgure 13. Thereefore the Packeet/Ticks graphh Figure 14 at wireshark forr icmp ping req
quest
shows thee discontinuityy of packets as the host 1233.200.0.36 didd not send repply ping requeest packets to host
10.111.11..232

f
graph for the ping requeest form host 110.111.11.232 to Linux serveer with IP addrress
Figure 144. Wireshark flow
1223.200.0.36
Now the trrace route com
mmand by hostt 10.111.11.232 shows the reequest time ouut response andd failed to reach the
SIP serverr 123.200.0.36 as given in Figure 14 due too applied rules for ICMP at L
Linux iptables..

ewall
Figure 15. Trace route path form the hhost 10.111.11..232 to SIP serrver 123.200.00.36 after applyying ICMP fire
w command output
Linux iptaables show the accepted and ddropped packeets according too apply rules aas like as bellow
in Figure 116.

wall/iptables
Figgure 16. Acceppted and droppped packets lisst according to rules applied at Linux firew
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Administrator can delete existing rules at Iptables through following steps as given below. User has to give the
command to see the iptables rules with the line number.
[root@pbxrnd ~]# iptables -L INPUT --line-numbers
Chain INPUT (policy ACCEPT)
num

target

prot opt source

1

DROP

all

--

67.198.172.202.CUSTOMER.KRYPT.COM

2

DROP

all

--

78.16.129.52

3

DROP

icmp --

anywhere

destination
anywhere

anywhere
anywhere

icmp echo-request

Suppose user wants to delete the rules number 2, then follow steps given bellow:
[root@pbxrnd ~]# iptables -D INPUT 2
[root@pbxrnd ~]# servcie iptables save
Command to restart and Flush Linux iptabes
[root@pbxrnd ~]# service iptables restart
[root@pbxrnd ~]# iptables –F
4.6 SIP Configuration Security
To make certain security for each static extension at sip.conf file of asterisk, administrator can set each
extension parameter value safer like do not accept SIP authentication requests from all IP addresses. Utilize the
“permit” and “deny” lines in sip.conf to only permit an acceptable subset of IP addresses to attain each
listed extension/user. For instance parameter “permit=10.111.0.0/255.255.0.0” is only allowed this
kind of subset of IP addresses for SIP register authentication to the asterisk server others IP or IP ranges is going to
be blocked. Use strong passwords for SIP entities. To defend asterisk server from password estimating attacks,
always ensure that all SIP client anecdotes have a strong password at smallest 6 characters with a blend of top and
smaller case notes in addition to numeric digits and at least one non-standard feature such as for example $, !, #, *,
etc. For instance secret=M0r$H3d!100 can be quite a powerful password. To ascertain the set of user anecdotes
and passwords in asterisk, run the order “sip display users” at the asterisk CLI.
Always use “type=peer” and not ever “type=friend”: When supplementing static SIP gazes or “SIP Trunks”
in FreePBX/ Trixbox/ Elastix set the kind to “peer” and not ever set it to “friend”. Utilizing “type=friend” will
make asterisk server much more vulnerable because “type=friend” really determinants two objects to be
conceived a SIP gaze and a SIP user. By far the poorest error that a manager could make when defining a static SIP
peer would be to have both “type=friend” and “insecure=invite”. In this status, a hacker could kick off
calls from any isolated IP address without needing to authenticate with a password. They would only require to
supposition one part of data the client name.
4.7 Extensions Security Using Fail2ban in SIP Server
Fail2ban operates by monitoring log files (e.g. /var/log/pwdfail, /var/log/auth.log, etc.) for selected entries and
running scripts based on them. Most commonly this is used to block selected IP addresses that may belong to
hosts that are trying to breach the system's security. It can ban any host IP that makes too many login attempts or
performs any other unwanted action within a time frame defined by the administrator. Fail2ban is typically set up
to unban a blocked host within a certain period, so as to not "lock out" any genuine connections that may have
been temporarily misconfigured. However, an unban time of several minutes is usually enough to stop a network
connection being flooded by malicious connections, as well as reducing the likelihood of a successful dictionary
attack. Fail2ban can perform multiple actions whenever an abusive IP is detected: update iptables or PF firewall
rules, TCP Wrapper's hosts.deny table, to reject an abuser's IP address; email notifications; or any user-defined
action that can be carried out by a Python script.
It works by scanning log files and then taking action based on the entries in those logs. Fail2ban implemented
with a configuration to be able to prevent SIP brute force attacks against our Asterisk PBXs. The following
describes how to setup fail2ban to protect an Asterisk PBX from SIP brute force attempts and scans utilizing the
iptables firewall. After install fail2band in SIP server, we need to create a configuration for Fail2Ban so that it
can understand attacks against Asterisk. If having issues with system not banning properly when the "Registration
from" section in your log file contains a quotation mark (") as in the Figure 17.
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Figure 177. SIP flood atttacks
To preventt SIP flood by fail2ban need to create a new
w filter configuuration for Astterisk:
touch /etc/fail2b
ban/filter
r.d/asteri
isk.conf
Need to addd the followinng line will bloock these attem
mpts. Next eddit /etc/fail2ban/jail
l.conf to inc
clude
the follow
wing section soo that it uses thhe new filter. It is also recoommend to turrn on an iptablles ban for ssh
h and
httpd/apacche if they are running
r
on thee system.
[asteri
isk-iptable
es]
enabled
d

= true

filter

= asteri
isk

action

= iptabl
les-allpor
rts[name=A
ASTERISK, p
protocol=a
all]

s
sendmail-w
whois[name
e=ASTERISK,
, dest=yea
asir08@yah
hoo.com,
sender=
=fail2ban@l
local.loca
al]
logpath
h

= /var/l
log/asteri
isk/messag
ges

maxretr
ry = 3
bantime
e = 259200
After usingg 3 times wronng authenticatiion attacker IP
P address will aautomatically bblock in SIP seerver. The block IP
address atee given in Figuure 18.

F
Figure 18. Attaacker blocked IIP address
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5. Conclusion
In this paper, authors focused on capability of iptables rules is explored to protect from this attack. To verify if the
network traffic is legitimate or not, associate degree iptables depends on a set of rules it has which can be
predefined by way of a network or system administrator. Major concentration of the paper has been on
apprehending the live traffic mistreatment the network protocol analyzer Wireshark and on the premise of study
scripts mistreatment iptables are developed to allow/deny the network traffic relying upon the traffic rate of any IP
address of the computer inducing the packets. Authors have analyzed how Linux iptables rule work with
wireshark simulation showing the difference of filtering packets before and after applying rules. Here authors
ensured security for port number and some useful protocols such as SIP, SSH, ICMP, HTTPS by filtering TCP
and UDP packets with allowing a particular IP addresses with subnet mask and disallowing rest of the addresses
of the world to prevent unauthorized attack to the VoIP server. Linux log files which situated at /var directory is
more useful to monitor the SIP server. This paper also shows how to choose strong password pattern that ensured
more security to the SIP server.
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